Hosted VoIP Features
Jive Hosted VoIP includes all the rich features
you expect with an enterprise-grade phone
system, at a fraction of traditional costs.
- Hosted PBX

- Hosted Call Recording

- Find Me/Follow Me

- Web-Based Controls

- Conference Bridge(s)

- Virtual Fax

- Local & LD Dial-Tone

- Music on Hold

- Fax to Email

- Multiple Auto-Attendants - Custom Music/Message - Three-Way Calling
- Call Reporting/Analytics

- Directory on Phone

- Individual Call Logs

- Voicemail to Email

- Intercom

- Auto-Reject/Divert

- Day and Night Modes

- Dial by Extension

- Custom Greetings

- Multi-Site Compatible

- Dial by Name

- Temporary Greeting

- Multiple Ring Groups

- Caller ID (CNAM)

- Remote Access

- Multiple Queues

- Call Waiting

- Message-Waiting

- Conferencing (3-way)

- Call Forwarding

- Password Protected

- Extension Transferring

- Time-Based Routing

- Presence Monitoring

Customer Support.

“We couldn’t be more pleased with
Jive! Their call quality is amazing,
their customer support is friendly and
ALWAYS THERE to help you.”
-Seattle, WA

Standard Features.

“Unlike other carriers, every Jive
account came standard with all of the
features I needed, like call queuing,
music on hold, and voicemail-to-email.”
-New York, NY

Best Hosted PBX.

“We’ve tried a few different phone
services over the years. It is my belief
that Jive is the best Hosted IP PBX/VoIP
provider around.”
-Salt Lake City, UT

Perfect Fit.

“Jive was so easy to work with. Setup
was a breeze and the price was right.
Thank you for being the perfect fit for
my business!”
-Phoenix, AZ

Jive and Panasonic have removed the complexity from your PBX
system management. Create users, change voicemail, add ring
groups and more with a simple mouse click. All changes to your
configuration can be made on the fly in real-time.
See http://www.getjive.com/panasonic for more information.

